
2nd Annual Invictus / Warrior Rally 

 

2020 Poker Hand Prize Rules 

 

    
A 2020 Gallant Knights Charity Sports Association Event in Support of: 

 

 
                               

                    Soldier On & Members of our Veteran & First Responder Community 
 

1.  For each Regional Route, there will be a series of Poker Stops, including the Legion that is your Designated Start Location.  

When you start your Poker Run, the Event Volunteer will use a stamp to stamp a blank card on your Poker Card.  The Event 

Volunteer will also enter the Card Description representing the card you pulled from the card deck.  You return the card to the Event 

Volunteer and it is then placed back in the card deck.   You do not carry cards from one Poker Stop to another. 

 

2.  If you wish to ride the entire Designated Legion Route in your Region, that’s terrific.  It is, after all, the goal:   take your time, 

enjoy the route and stop in at all of the Legions along the way to rest, mix and mingle and have a bite to eat or drink while collecting 

your next poker card, or cards as the case may be.  However, if you wish to only complete a part of the Designated Legion Route, 

that is fine too.  That said, you must show all of your completed Poker Hands to the Event Volunteers at your Designated Legion 

End Location so your results may be recorded to determine if you have potentially won either: 

 

1st Prize - $100.00, 2nd Prize - $80.00 and 3rd Prize - $50.00 ...for your Designated Legion End Location. 

 

3.  For all Poker Hand Prize winners to claim their respective prizes, at their Designated Legion End Locations, each prize winner 

will be notified by telephone and promptly required to correctly answer a skill-testing, mathematical question, without the assistance 

of another person or calculation device. 

 

4.  The Regional Ground Operations Volunteer at each Designated Legion End Location will ensure that the names of all three (3) 

Poker Hand Prize winners are recorded so they may be posted on social media. 

 

5.  The skill-testing, mathematical question for all Poker Hand Prize winners to claim their respective prizes is simple.  Here it is for 

you to practice, in case you end up with the third highest Poker Hand (or better) on your Designated Legion Route on Sat., 12 Sep 

20.   

 

[(20x15) /3]+20-108= _____ Good Luck! 

 

6.  Prize money is awarded either in cash or cash cards and/or a combination of both, within seven (7) days of the 2020 Gallant 

Knights Charity Rally, provided the correct answer to the above skill-testing, mathematical question is given.  If not, then the next 

highest Poker Hand winner moves up to potentially claim the prize. 

 

7.  You are not allowed to tailor your Poker Hands by selectively choosing to assign a card or cards to select hands on your Poker 

Card Sheet.  In the event of a tie, the allotted prize money listed at Rule No. 2 above will be split evenly among the number of tied 

winners.   

 
Good Luck & Thanks Again For Your Support! 

 

C. Moore, Maj CD, LL.B 

Exec. Director, Gallant Knight Charity Sports Association & Proud Member - 2019 Team Canada Warrior Games in Tampa, FL. 

732 Reverie Private, Ottawa, ON  K2G 0T9   c. 613.795.2805 (text) 


